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Abstract The borate mineral Mgj .'3$M.I1).44FcO.05
Sb"u ,02B03 from tbe Mos&gruvan mine, Nordmark,
Vannland. Sweden, has been studied by a combination
of single crystal X-ray diffracfion and elc;;.,tronmkroscopy
(HREM, EELS and ImX) techniques The HREM
investigations showed that the structure belongs to the
pinakioJite family, whose other members with increasing
complexity are, e.g. pinakiohte, ludwigite, orthopina-
kiolite, takeuchiite and blatlcrltc. The space gl;OUpis
orthorhombic, Pm-I'm (No. 58), a "'. 37384(1 n A, b

~'"
12.568(3)A, c

""
6.200(2) . Z "'. 32. The structural

modeL for which the initial coordinates could be deduced
from the HREM images, has been refined versus the
2280 most significant X,ray rdlection intensities with
SUI :::;0,76'A-.! to R-va!~.e of 0.056,

As for many other members of the pinakiolite family
some cation positions are disordered. The disorder is
obviously rdated to the structural effects caused by the
distorted oxygen coordination octahedra around the
Mn' + ions,' ,~s revealed by HREM, some blatterite

crystals contain extended planar defects thai can be
explained as due to irregular repeat distances between
the twin planes in the (l001 direction.

Introdu<..iion

The mineral blaHerite belongs to the pinakiolite group
of minerals. It was given its minerai name by Raade,
Mladek, Din, Criddle and Stanley (1988) A!though the

* Corresptmdenee author

chemical compositIOn of their specim~~n, Mgo. 9C
Fe(,.11SbO.1902B03, diners from that found in the present
study, HREM studies (Bovin, Barry, Thomasson, None.
stam, FiUth, 1986 and Raade et 1988) verified that the
specimen was a new structural mem ber of the family. The
existence of this member was pointed Ollt earlier by Dunn
Peacar, Siun:nons and Newbury (1983), who gave the
composition Mgi.59MnJ.S4Feo.lIA!o.OlSbo.,502BO:..

but its structUre was believed to be very disordered in
the [100] direction. Preliminary investigations (Bavin
et aI., 1986i of the present mineral showed il to be ratber
wel1 ordered.

The pinakiolite famil y consists of at least twd ve known
members with the genera! formula M30~1B03' The metal
ions, M. can be divalent asMg1+, Mn2-'", , Nil"

and/or trivalent as Mn3 ->, ",'~\l:i and also tetra.. and
pentavalent as SnH, TiH or Sb5+. With the concept of
chemical twinning (Andersson, Hyde, 1974), the struclU'
res of the different members of the fmnHy ,,,,m be conside'
red as built up by twinning of the parent structure O[

pinakiolite (or hubite) as presented by Takeuchi
and by Bovin, O'Keeffe and O'Keek (981). The mewl
ions arc octahedral]y coordinated by oKygen ions and
the octahedra are linked together by corner, and edge,
sharing to form flat wans, F walls:, and wans.
With the not,nion of Takeuchi (1978) the centra! columns
of octahedra through the walls are ca]jed C waHs.

Mos! of the members of the family are possibk to
syntbesize and severa!, not known as minerals. have br:en
prepared, e,g, C0302B03 (Norrestam, Nielsen, SotoHe.
Thorup, 1988). As the structure type is able to host La
ions of different vaiences of the same element, rnember5
of the family are potential catalysts. Preliminary tests d
some ludwigitcs have already shown that they have some
catalytic activity in the tot.a! oxidation of hydro-carbom
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The crystJ:l1:structure of b!atterite is of interest as it is
the: most complex. member of the pinakiohte family
hitherto known in crystalline form. FurthemlOre, structu-
ral investigations of two other members, takeuchHte
;Norrestam, Bovin, 1987) and a new antimony rich
variant of pinakiolite (Norrestam, Han&en, \ 988) have
shown that the structurai implications of the Jahn-TeHer
d't"Ct for the Mn" i' ions cause extended positional

disorder of the metal (not Mn"+) ions in lwery second
layer of octahedra in the C wan:,,, The aim of this
investigation is thus also to study tbis apparently general
feature ofthefamily members containing Mn:\ +-further.

Experimental

The s],1ec:imenof htatterite investigated in tbe present
stUdy,was found 1976 in the dumps at the Mossgruvan
mine, Nordmark, V~lrm!aml Sweden, James Anstett.
Thernineral occurs as black prismatic striated crystals,
oriented m bands, associated mainly with hausmannite
amicalcite, These gpedes were verified by powder dil'frac-
non techniques. The holotype specimen is deposited at
the Swedish Museum of National History !:>pecimen
No. NRM 8900(1).

Electron microscopy studies

Hbck prismatic crystals were selected for studies in a
scanning electron microscope, JSM-840A, equipped with
a LINK AN] 0000 energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analys-
iug system. The EDX spectra were collected for severa]

and at many regions (excited atea approximately
4, Hr-'

(,
:m in diameter} on each crystal. A typical BDX

spectrum from the crystal used for the X.ray investigation
is shown in ! a, Tht~ spectra were evaluated with the
computer program ZAF-4/FLS (Statham,! 977), using
,taudard spectra collected from pure oxides of the present
meta]s.. The mean value of several crystals, six spectra
from each crystal, gave the chemical composition
MglJ3(2]MnL+412)Feo.05i11Sbo.17(1,02BO". The estimat-
ed standard deviations (e.s.cL take into account spatia!
as wen as methodical variations, In order to verify the
presence of the lig.ht dements, an electron energy toss
spectrum was recorded (Fig. I bJ with a Gatan
666 parallel EELS using a JEM-2000FX operated at
200 kV. The analyses are in good accordance with those
calculated fmm the meta] ion occupandes found by the
X-ray diffraction stUdy,hut differ considerably from those
given by Raade et al. (1988). No crysta!with a composi.
lion similar to that proposed by Raade et aL was found
;n the present specimen, It is most likely, that the crystals

investigated .by Raade et aL are from another part of the
Nordm.ark ore field and it can be conduded that there are
dlfteren t composi tiQnal variaI] ts of the bla ttelite mine wi

SeveraI crystals of the mineral were ground in acetone
,md deposited on a tIdey carbon film supported on :1
,;opper grid. The were first investigated for unit
cen dimensions and gtructure type by means of high
resolution electron microscopy (HREM). The microsco-
pes used were JEM.200CX and Philips EM430, both
with a structural resolution po\ver i)f 2.3 Se1ected
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Fig, L (a) Typical energy disp'~rgive
b!ath:rite ,;rysta!;rJvcstigated by X-ray
The sp;:x:trum was recorded at :20kV in amicro,~",pt:.
(!J.)Second difference electron energy loss speCtrum mELS) from
a blatterite showing theK ,~dges for B <lod 0, and the
Lu edges of There is a 16 x gain shift in the middle of tbe
specuum.

area electron diffraction patterns recorded along 11
(Fig. 2a] showed that an the crystals belonged to the new
.8t8t8t. member It stands for twin plane) of the pmakio-
lite family. Direct structural imaging at Scherzer focus
(Fig. 2b) confirmed this observati.on and showed tbat the
structure type was similar to that of the.6t6t6t- memher,
takeuchiite (NoHestam. Bovin, 1987). of the pinakiolite
f~unny. The image in Fig.2b also shows in profik: tbe
stmcture of one of the dominating sur!J1Ce{OW} of the
crystals. Computer image simulations indi<.~atethat t.he
atoms of the CwaU arc facing lhe surface, Some of the
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Fig.2. (II} Sek!i.'t~m area djffra~ljon pMtem rocorded with the beam
along r001J of ;., weE ordered cryslal fragment of the mineral
blatterite.(lJ.) High resolutimJ elt~ctron mierograph or a crysLll,
recorded with a PhHips EM43{) TEM working at 300 kV Note. tha.t
the 0; surface is imaged m pronk, iLt Scherzer focus. revealing
that the awrns of the C walh; are mostly facing the surface. (e}TEM
c~hc.ctron micrograph {)f a dis,ordered (dong [1 OOJ)crystal. The
imag,o w;w re;:;ord,xi in a 2000C)( at 200 kV, with the electron

beam pamEel to [0011

crystaiswere very disordered along fl OOJ(Fig. and
such extendt,d planar defects are very common m many
members of the family, as shown HREM (Bovin,
O'Keefre, O'Keefe, 1981). Regarding the twin sequence
-8t8t8h most of the crystals were wen ordered with oniy
scattered sequence mistakes.

Further HREJ\l investigations were performed with a
JEM-40fJOEX operated at 4OO.kVand capable of per-
forming studies with a structuraL resolution of 1.6it
An image (Fig.6a) recorded at about 45 nm under-
focus was digitized with a eCD camera with 512)( 512
pixels and 256 grey!eveJs. The digitized i.mage was
processed and Fourier transforme{L using the Semper

processing package. The reciprocal lattice was
indexed and the lattice paramt~Wrsdetermined using the
positions of the strongest peaks in the transform. The
local background was subtracted, and the amplitudes
and phases of the peaks were refined, This refinement
IS necessary, since the peaks are often spread over
several pixels due to inexact sampling. The refined values
were used to reconstruct an average image (Fig, 6oJ.
In order to correct for loss in phas{; information, due
to beam and tUt, the image was symmetrized
(MiseH, 1978}using the two-dimensional space group pgg
for the [001] projection of the X-ray determined spae,e
group, .Pnmn.Image sinmlation (Fig. was performed
with the EMS software (Staddmann, 1987).The parame-
ten; used were: spherical aberration constant 1.0nun,
serm-angie beam convergence 0.5 mrad and focus
spread 5 nm.

.1.-0, B<1vin, A. CarLsson, R. Sji:>va.!i t~1 a:

_""'_~~R""_"" """""""""""_"___",.__,,,,

b Table L Exp~'rime:rna.j conditions for th~ structure dt:temunation
of bJattente

Formub (from EDXi
Crystal Cry~ttiJ size
FonnuJ.a
Spat)C group (no.); Z

Lmt c-eH dimens:lon;;
(29JO} KJ
Unit ""Ii

volume, II
Calculated densiry, D,
Radiation:. Wavej'engih. ,{

Intensity d,1ta coHectioJ1 :
Maximum f;in
Range of h, k i
Standard rdkcliOJ1i;
Intensity Inst.a.bilHy
N'un1her of aniq ue reUe.ctions
Number of ob~"'Ived
r~flection,~
Number of re!Jned
parameters
Absorption corrroctior,:
Linear absorpho!1 cocffiden r
Transmission factor mng'e
Structure:
Minimization of
Wejghting scbeme

Final R:. wR
Firm] {ll~d:r. and U1f1~!;_Ji

~H;';;-7

,Pnnm- (58); 32

"

,~, 37384(1 n P... b ~.' 12.568(3' A.

c ~. 6.200i2! A

2913(11 A3
.

4.18 en,'
. O.7W73 A

0:100 A... I

o 10 (I to 17 and 0 w.,

<.3~;:;;

3670
2280 {1 >- SaUl}

()
7.0 ~~rn -".

;

0,66 to (1,82

wAF2

+- D.00005
(W497: 0.0625
... 1.9 and 4,2<,

X-ray diffraction studies

The possible space groups Pnmn and 1'I1n2 of a scJ('Y.:ted
single crysta! was derived from photographic
diffraction studies using de Jong and precession tec!:;,
niques. The space group symmetries agree with those
found for other Mn3" containing members of the pina-
kiolite family (s.eee,g, Norrestam and Hovin, 1987), whd;
have their (-axis doubled (awund 6 A) compared to the
nondistOtted members (e.g, Norrestam, Dahl, Bovm,
1989). The deviation from an ideal symmetry leads to aD
uneven distribution of X-my diffraction intensities for
diJferent values of the i index. Thus, reflections with lodd
are generally much weaker than thos.e with I even. 10
combination with the limited size of the cryst.als availabk:,
this implies limitations on the possibilities of coUecting
an extensive set of significant X-ray diffraction intensities
The fraction of ObStTVabJe intensities i.n the presenT case
is 62'% (Tablei} The X-ray diffraction data ccc,j!ecTed
with it singk crystal diffractometer. Enmf..Nonim CADi!,
were con;~ted for background, Lorentz, pOlarization and
absorption efTeet:>.Further details on the experimental
conditions are given in Table L The centrosymmetricai
spa..'e group Pnnm adopted in this study is supported by
the outcome of the structural refinements.

Structure dctermjmltion ~mdrefinement

F!REM investigations (Fig, 2} verified that the present
crystals belonged to the pinabolite lamiJy, Tim", init,a'
coordinates. of the atomic positions for an idea! blatterite
structure could be deduced by numerically applying tne
periodic twinning mode! (Andersson, Hyde, ]974) on the
ideaJized parent structure of pinakiolite. A.s mentioned
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TaW"" 1. Fraetional atomic <~oordinat"s (x iO"') and tbennai para.
metcn t', 10" A2) for bJauerite. The ;K:aHering Jflctor$ used for

the rm::mi aWnlsM(l), M(5a), M{5b) and M(l4) to MO'l) were
Jjne~r comhinalimls of neutral Mg and Mn, cons!raJned to give
metal contcnts of 100%. The aniwtropic temperature I'a(;tor ex~re$'
sipn ':I$Cd for the pure Sb positions IM(2) and M03H was:
exp ( ()

1i -+ . ?hl.;;a!!lb~U 12)J,

100

27(2)
27(2)

MOl
MC2j"
:Vln)
M(4)
M(5a)
M(5!:>1
!VI(0)
M(7a)
M(7b)
M(!)
VI(a)
M(9)
!\.lnO)
MOl)
M{HI
M{l3)h
M(14)
!'vIns)
M061
Mil'l)
MOB)
M09)
MI20)
0(1)
0(2)
0(3)
0(4)
0(5)
O(6)
Oen
OiS,
0(9)
OlIO}
0011
0(12)
OlD)
(04)
O{l5)
0(16)
o fl?)
0(18)
0(19')
0(20)
oem
0(22)
O(2})
O(24)
()(25)
OC26)
(Ji2T!
O{281
OI29)
O{30i
OPO
om)
BO)
BfZi
g\:\'i
B(4)
BiS:
Bi61
BO)
Blin

iJ
o
\)

o(Sb]
59(21
630i
49\i1
69\ Ii
7801
54fj"1

y

I)

G

!OO
()

273(2)
525f2j
635(1)

lO42(3)
1271\4)
1197(!)
1257(1)
1865(1)
1896(1)
2531f1)
2S24(1}
3747(1)
3745( 1)

(140)
189HO
3140fl}
31020)
4362(1)
4367(1)

399(1)
2&4(2)
298(3)
357(2)
979(3\
988(3)
896(2)

!540(3}
i549(2}
1.609(1)
!A97m
152(0)
2152([)
2196(1,)
2H6(})
284201
275{~(3]
2761f31
2'l58{21
2791 (21
348801.
3497{3}
J413(2~
4040(3)
4053(3)
4086(1)
4001(2)
4016(2)
4738(3")
4736(3)
4750(2)
4720(2)
1177(4)
1183(4)
2560(41
2593(4)
3685(4)
3676(4)
4926(4)
4910(4)

o
[}

4628(11)

4089 (5)
3992(51
3%1(2)
3M-S(,))
2825(11)
3070(2)
2855(2)
1813(2)
i842(2.)
649(2)
663(2)

2881(I)
2881(3)
l726('2)
4064(1)
4610(2)
B42(2)
Wi3(2)
3961(2)

322(5)
2428(8)
2429(91
4694(5)
1347(8)
1245(S}
3189iT!.

368\81
:;20(7)

2557(5)

2354/8)
4154(8)
4234; '5)
1419(8)
1385nn
3223f4]
461(8)

1'.1

o

"
, .~

2502(4)
2481(4)
2463(5)

2588(5)
2667(12)

o

281 1)
o

"."
286\){1n

o
1

'1()

(J

62(6)
228(14)
2281141.

61(4)
%(8)
96(:;;)
%(8)
58(4)

162(5)
58(4)

126(5)
77(5)
39f4}
68(0)
850}
85(61
82m
TJf7~
92(6}
t7(5)
60(12)
65(23)

I 17(2.5)
65(13)

!O3(23)
79(22)
85(14}
89(24)
32(20
52fl2)

114(24)
45\2i1
55(LH
82(24)
60(23)
59(12)
97(22)
87m}
64(2\1;
83{2J)
64!20}
')4(22)
60(13)
32(25)

[43(29)
54(]21.
59iJ'TI
81(22)

108(261
108(251
64f21}
62f21}
7O(S1
70i81
70r81
70iS)
!O[8!
7Di8)
70(8)
70r8!

!)

o

o

I)

Ii

(12)

o

n

Ii
o

o
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c
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earlier the c axig wag doubled compared with the ideal
case. To avoid problems with i,a. loea] least squares
minima during the initial refinements, the mda! l~omposi-
lions at the positions with similar .x and y but diiIerent
z vaiues (0 and \ 2) were slow!y and stepwise aHowed to
refine, while keeping the cornpositions and coordinates
of the remaining positions t'ixed. The metal composition
was described using fractional occupancies of the
different metal ions, with the: smn of their occupancies
fixed to unity at each position. Due to similar
scatterim! DOwers dilJercl1tiating between Mn and Fe was
not possible, both were treated 1~~Mnin'tbe refinements.

During th,~ initial stages of IIIe struclllre refinement it
became apparent that the Sb content was 10caJized to
theM(2) and :vi(L3) pogitions ,Tableg

2" 3 and Fig.
Thus, the meta! content at the M(2) andM(BI metal
positions was considered as consisting of a mixture of
Sb andMn, while the content at the remaining metal
positions was considered as a mixture of Mn(Fe) and
Mg. During the structure refinements some of the occu-
pancy factors became insignificantly lOW (<: .Ja), indica-
ting that Ille meta] position was occupied onJy one

Fig.:3. PolyhtoJnl dmwing~ of th<: bjatterite structure ,.iewed:lioi1g
[00 I]. For clan!y, the tngona.! borah~ groups oc<:upying thi~ trian-
gular channels btve been omitted in the drawing. ia) Th!~ Lmit r;dl
and the fund'n1lel1tal unit (dashed !ineH (h; An en!:a.rgi'.'J picture or
,he fundamenli'l\ unit with the 'tHrm l1umbcling usd ror the metal
,WHn positions shQwfL



Table 3. Mewi --oxygen bond dist<m,x's ~,\tith e,s.d,',} and multi-
pbcitj,,» in the iX>CJrdirun;oifJ octahedra of b!atterite, For the dis-

nrde",-'d rnetal posiiiom (MO), J'\4(5) a.ndMp)}, marked with

I\iJ(J)
":2

on!
O(3L

4 f.965~'7)
2,051(9)

0(4)

0(301
.4

Mi4} 0(4!
01291

1910(7i
12'79{9j

wI(S) OCI
0/4)

2.249 (91

M(61 2.3001]0)

L908rn
19] 6{7}
2.244(9,

0(5)
()PI
OWl!
oon

2J7i191
2.237(7)
2,245(6)
2J91(9)

O({}) 2.160(9)
L942 17)
1.92S{7}
2336(8)

,.,

0(12)

0(81

ooo!
om}
on 41

:2
2

2.184(9)
2.201m
2.249(7)
2J60/'f)

0(9)
0(0)
0(13)
0(15)

2.312(8,
UI49 (7)
L924(7i
2.267(9i

OlD)
(06)
0(7)
0(20}

2.306(7)
2,,054f7}
2.193(9)
V48/9)

M(l2) on:n
006,
0118}
0(19)

2,Cj!iO)
U,S5 (7)
2303(9)
2,Pif8!

"
0(21)
0(23)
0(26)
omi

2JF9iS)
19600i
J.966(7,
2-CY78iS)

M(4) 2.097(9)
2 111(7)
2.,122(7)
Z.193(9~

00) 2.(417(7}
217 1(9)
2.140(10)
2.12{)(91

2.1 72(91
2Uli71

astt'risks, t.b. coordinaks of the cemroid~ of the: ocwhedm ha.vt
been IJsed. For th~ occupancy of. the .M $i1es cf. Table 2.

,..~ ~~ ~ ~.._~--_.............._------......_.._.-_._------

M(6) O(1O}
ont)
0(12)
0114)

2J79(7}

M(17) 0(8;
0(9)

0031
0(l9)
0(20)
()(23)

2J94(9)
2.118(8)
2141(7)
2,16S181
2097(9)
2.012(7}

MOW, 0(16)
om!
OOR)
0(20
Oi22!
om,

0(4)
0(24)
0(25)
0(26)
0(29)
0(301

2.140(7}
2.16, (9;
2,122(10)
2.053(n
2.186(9,
2.156(9)

M(20) Oil)
01261
0(27,
0(28)
O(3l)
0(32)

2j)7? (9)

2.213(9)
2JJ74(9i

,i.;.

B(Ij 015}
on;;
0(281 1.42] (16i

B(2) 0(6)
0(9)
0(27)

L335(l6!
L368(l5,
JA39(] 6)

BO) 0(14)
0[17;
0(191

U6, (16)
1.403(16)
L40006\

8(4) om!
008i
0(201

BfS) 0(121
0(2!)
0/241 ],.326(] 5)

011l)
0(22)
OU5)

1.405 (16;
U47!16)
1.412t16)

B(71 0(31
0(29)
0(31;

0(2)
O(3()j
0(321

U99\15;
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kind of metal ions. This indicated e.g. that ~'1(2) and
:'vI(t3) 'was occupied by pure Sb, giving a Sb composition
oft119 per formula unit in very good agreement with the
composition fbund by the EI)X analysis. This supports
the conclusion that the only metal positions with any
significant Sb contem are the M(2) al1dM(l3) positions.
Similarly, the Inetal positions number 4, 6, K 10, 11 and
[2 were found to be occupied by pure Mu(Fe) and the
positions 3 and 20 by pureMg (Tables 2, 3 and Fig, 3b).
No extra conditions were introduced for the positional
parameters of any atoms in the l'inal retinements,
The refinements and subsequent calculations in-
dicated disordered metal positions at the tvl(3), M(5) and
M(7) p(.sitions 3 b), aU belonging to t.he corrugated

C 'NaiL Similar disorder has carHer been observed in other
containing members of the pinakioHte t~nnny (:"cc

e,.g.Norresta.m, Bovin, 1987). To take account ()f the
disorder, the M(3) position was allowed to occupy a
fburf<:.)ldposition (x, y, m with a fractional occupam..! of

instead of th<i)ideal twofold position (0, \ 0) at the
inversion centre. The fourfold M(5) position was split
into two fourfold positions M(5a) andM(5b) with
occupancies OS To take account of the slight disorder
around the :'vi(7) position,. occupied by mainly MnfFe),
cwo minor sateHite positions Mf71l) and MPb) occupied
by i\.4g were introduced. The sum of the occupancies at
Mm, and M(7b) was kept to unity. Obviously
[his disorder mode! can only be regarded as an ap-
proximation to the rea! continuous distribution of the
atomic positions in theM(3}...M(5)...M(7) region. To
get a picture of the rea! distribution a Ag map, where the
c:ornribution !to the calculated structure t~J.clOr;;from the

a
Fig.4. DiffereniXdectmn density map (dg) in th(~piane z ~" O.
<~a;cul~Lted without the co!1tributions to the structure factors from
th~ Yar~ous i\r1.Cn. ?vH.5l and atomJc (}(.1sjtions_ Tht;: oxygen
,::oordination oct;;hedra are COl'!to~lJ:t, jmti\~R[ing positivl~
J(r a.m drawn in steps of 3e"

M(3),1v'1(5)and rnetal ions were omitted, is shown
in Fig. 4. A further discussion on the origin and nature
of this disorder is given below.

Details on the Ilnal structure refinement are given in
Table L The atomic coordinates and occupancies are
listed in Table 2.1 The coordination polyhedra around
the ruetal ions as well as the !abeiIing used for the :lons
are shown in Fig. 3b. The final structure refinements were
carried out by means of the SHELX-76 package (Shel-
drick, 1976) slightly modHied to run on an IBM PS/2
Mode! 80 personal computer. The atomic scattering
factors used were for neutral atoms and taken from
[nternatJonal Tables for x,.ray CrystaIlography (1974).
The polyhedral packing diagrams were obtained by
means of the com.puter graphic program POLY (None.
starn, 1984).

Discussion

The ox.ygen coordination octahedra around the nletal
ions in the pinakiohte family are iinked together by
edgesharing to form wans extending in the c direction
(Fig. 3a). The waBs are linked cornersharing to other
walls and in addition also by tbe tcianguiar borate groups.
The blatterit.e structure can be derived from that of simple
pinakiohte (Fig. by considering hlaUerite as consist.
ing of slabs of pinakiolite along the c chrection (four
unit ceIls thick) rdated by gild!.::plane symmetry opera-
hons iTakimchi, ! 978). Thus, the nat wans, F waUs
(Fig,S b), become eleven coordination octahedra wide.
The curved walls, C wans (Fig. consisting of the
centra! octahedra through the zig-zag wails become nine
octahedra wide (Fig. 3a}. The zig-zag wans consist of the
C waJ]s and of the single S columns at the corners of the
Jig-zag walls (columns of octahedra along the c direction
around the metal positions number i5, 16, 17 and i9 in
Fig, 3 b). The notations F, C and S for the ditferent
structure elemems of the pinakiolite family Viere in-
troduced by Takeuchi n 978) and will be used in the
description of various structural teatures bdmv.

The rnetal positions in the S columns are occupied by
Mg and Mn, withMg being a substantial component
(49% to 69°/') Mg), The metal-oxygen bond length
distributions do not indicate any appreciable amount of
Mna" at these positio11s, as no distortion of the coordina-
tion octahedra towards a more!inear 2 + 4 or planar
quadratic 4 + 2 coordination can be distinguished. Thus,
the j~:m:nalmetal ion charges at these positions
M(6), M(17) andM(!9)) are probably dose to + :z.o,
Empirical bond valences for the metal ions calculated \'\'ith
the parameter values and the correlation function given
by Brown and .Altermatt (1985) support such a conclu-
sion, the bond valcn(.~esare estimated to 2JJ6, 2.08 and

i Additional material to this paper can be ordered referring to
the no, CSD 58564, naITW$ of the authort and citations of the paper
at the Fa<:hinl()rmationszmnrum Karlsruhe, Ge~enschaft mr wi:>se.n-
,chaft!ich-tcchrlische !nformatkm moH, D.76344 Eggemtein-Leo-
poidshafen, Germany.



Fig, 5, ~~)Po] yhedra i draw in;; of tt! e mO!1odmk pinal; iohte Mructu.

re viewed along: [0 I OJ, The structure, with its characteristic fiat (F
wans, and zig-zag \It,dls (C w'aJls) of i~d.gesharil1g octahedra, is the
parent srnJJ::ture of the piru),kioiite farony, Trigonal borat~; groups,
mhl1g the trial1guIar channeis, have been omi!ted. (bi TI\(: (jar f'
wali of the blaHeri;c; :m1K~turc, The tmmJatiotl (: {)f 6.200 A,
p{Hming upwards, conesponos to the ()f a pair of cdgesharing
octahedra The lighter octahedra are those containing mt'li!!l).
divalent roetal ions. h:) The C waU of rhe biatter:irc stnJCTUH' (c axis
upwards), The ww ()f darket octahedra formed around the 1'.1(4),
M.(6i- M(lO}a.nd MOl) positions that aU wmain purefl.1n"', have
their $iz[;;; sUlx:essivdy c1e(;rea;;ed towards the middle of the wa1J.

f'ig~ 6. HREM crystal strucHireimage of a blaneri!e; crystai
[DOl), recorded with a JEi\.1-4000EX at 400 kV, Tbe Hllll ceIl

one scan hne aiong the: C wan an: marked. (a) Experirnemai irnagt:
(0) Avemge-d image of Fig. 6a. (<'JImage syrmnetrized in accordal1(t

with the space group Pmun. {iI) Computer simulated image., um\Q
the ,x'ordinales from the X-ray diffraction ShH;!Y,

2.08, respectively. Thus, the S columns are formed around
mNal ions with rc1ativdy low forma! charge. As was
observed also in the corresponding S columns of takeD.
chiite (Non-estam, Bovin, 1987) each of tbe octahedra
have one significantlv shorter fabout 2.0 AJ metal ox)'.~ ~

-
-, . r

gen bond and five longer ones (about 2.1 A). The shorter
bonds occur for those oxygen atoms shared bet\:iieen the
S columns of one zig-z<lgwan and the .F wal! of another
zig-zag wall.

The F wan is shown in Fig. 5b together with theiabds
used for the m.eral positions, In agreement \",ilh earHer
observations for members of the pinakiolitt family, as
pinakiolite, orthopinakiolite and takeuchiite, the meta}
content in every second F wan column (labelled !7, 18
and 20y is dominated (::>69% in tbe present study)
Mg2+, As no typical distortion of the coordination
octahedra an: observed, the MI1 content in the MO If
and M(18) octahedra are likeJy to be in the form of 1\111

, .,

rather thanMn3 +, The coordination around the
ion, which is a pure Mg2 + position, is diS!orted and shows
four shorter metal---oxygen bonds (2.04 A to 2,osAJ
and two longer ones f2J 7 A and 221 Ai. Calculated
empirical bond valences agree with the assumption of
divalent metal ions at the M(17), Mf1S), and
positions as they become 2.08:; 2.04, and 2,02.

The other three symmetry independent columns krm-
iug theF wa]], contHin alternating M (11) .;.-
M(13) -+ M(l4) and M(1)+ j\lI(2) positions in each co-
lumn. Of these, the .M(2) and M(D) positions are
occupied by pure Sb with coordinations in the fmm of
slightly elongated octahedra with fonr shorter meta!..'
oxygen bonds of 1.96 A to 1.97 Aand two louger ones,
2,05 A to 2.08 A. The bond distances indicate that the
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Sb atoms are ]:!Cntavalent(Shannon, 1976). This Is also
supported by a calculation of estimated bond valence
,~stimatesyieiding the values 5.25 for the M(2) and 5.16
for the positions. The central column of the wall,
Gonsii'>tingof twoaltemating meta! positions, the pure
SbH position 1\1(2)and the pureMgH positionM(1)
gives an average formal metal ion charge of + 3.5. A
"imilar charge is indicated ~;)rthe column containing the
MU3~ MU4} positions as both bond distances and
bond valence (2.09) suggest that M(14) is occupied by
40% !VIn:" {and 60'::'j)Mg2 In the remaining column of
the F waJl,with the MO 1)and M(J.2,jpositions, the coordi-
nation octahedron around M(12) is substantiaHy distorted
towards an elongatt.xl octahedron with bond distaoc"es
typi.calofMn~\.. The bond valence e:stimate of 3.00 also
support such a condusion. The coordination around the
pllre Mn position MfU} is somewhat distorted (two
shorter and Ibm- longer bonds), bm th.edistances and the
estimated bond valence of 2.19 indicate a major divalent
Mn cont:::ntand according the average metal ion charge
in this col.umn is about + 2.5 (possibly slightly higher).

The structuraJ re:mIts indicate that the eleven column
wide F walls in b!atterite, which is formed by the oxygen
coordination around the metal positions 17-(11,12)-18-
U3,14)-20-(2,l)-20-(13,14}-18-(1l,I2)-17 consist of metal
ions with average charg;;:s2,0-2.5-2.2-15-2.0-3.)-2.0-3.5-
2.0-2.5-2,0.Similar charge distributions are found, e.g. in
the nine cohnnn wide!? wan of taktmchiite, 2.0-2.5-2,0-
10-2.0-3,0.2,0-2.5-2.0, in the severncolumn widewaH of
chestermanite (an Sbcontaining nrthopinakiohte, studied
byA!fredsson, Bovin, Norrestam and Terasaki, (1991»
:U~-2.5-2.0-3.5-2.()"2.5-2.0, and in the fivecolumn \vide walJ
of magnesium-aluminium !udw'igite (Norrestam, Dahl,
80vin, 1988),2.1-2.6-2.1-2.6-2.1.Apparently, one require-
ment for obtaining this type of structures with extended
i1at F wans is the presence of different meta! ions with
charges capable of giving a suitable alternating charge
distribution throughout the wans. Evidently, the two end
columm of the walls (which also could be interpreted as
S coJumm;)should haye a low metaJ ion charge. It is then
the size oftl1e F wan that determines if the central coiumn
of the wan should have a higher met;;!.lion charge {as fbr
3,7.11 coll.1fnnsior not is, 9, d. columns), rather than
any structural n:quiremems.

The corrugated nine columns wide CwaIJ together
with tbe uumbering used for the metal positions are
shown in fig. 5c. In the C wall the coordination in every
second row {pogition 4, 6, 8, 10 and is considerable
cont.racted in the c direction. This row contains 100%
\4n and the bond distance distributions, four shorter
cODlanarMn -.0 bonds of 1.89 A to 1.95 A and two
1o~gerones )\ to 234 A, as we!! as estimated bond
valences (296 to 3.16) deady indicate aU the ions to be
trivalent The two longer bonds in each coordination
octahedron extend out of the C walL The octahedra
within the rows share edges and as the edgesharing occurs
in the plane of the four shorter Mn:\-!--0 bonds, the
Mn"'" - Mn' '" distances in these row's become rather
short, 2.71 A to L78 )\.

Excepr for the C walls,the magnitude of the c axis is
affected the geometries and sizes of the other structural
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dements, the F wans, the S columns and the separation
between the borat:egrouos. Thus. the contracted
octahedra in the row cor;taining the 1"1~J" lonswiU affect
the size of the octahedra in the neighboring rows
containing the positions number 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11. The
octahedra around these positions will becom.e distorted
(enlarged) in the c direction. From fig. 5;; It is seen, that
the distortion:;; increase towards the center of the C vvaIl
and especially the octahedra around the posltions 3, 5
and 7 become very irregular. In view of the short
separations, about 2.7 A, between the centroids the
mws and the extended dlmengions of the octahedra
perpendicuJar to the rows, the metal position disorder
observed at M(3), M(S) and Mp) seems expectaibk
Similar types of disorder occur for other MnJ i- containing
member:> of the pinakiohte family as in takeuchiite
(No rres tam, Boviu, 1987) and in the urthopinakiolite
studied by Takeuchi, Haga, Kato and\'Iiura, (1978). On
the other hand no such detectable disorder is observed
for mmnhers without any MnH content as in
chestermanite, \vhich is of the orthopinakio1ite type
(lIJfredsson et a1., (991) and in magnesium-aluminium
Iudwigite iN orrestam, Dah!, Bovin, 1988).

As described above, the disorder al the metal positions
M (3),1\1(5) and M(7) was taken care of in the structure
refinements by allowing the metal positions to become
split up into several subpositions. The disorder model
utilized is by necesSIty an approximahon to a real, more
continuous disorder, extending over the tive octahedra
wide region 7.5-3-5-7 of the C wall (see also Fig. The
dit1~~renc:eelectron density map, Aq, shown in Fig. 4.
calculated without the contributions from the split MO),
M (5) and 1\r1(7) atoms, <!lsoindicates a rather continuous
distribution of metal posirions in this region. Due to the
disorder model used, the 'bond' distances involving the
split metal atoms are structurally irrelevant and in
Table 3 the distances to the corresponding centroids of
the octahedra have been listed instead. lr. could be noted
that estirnated bond valences for the cent.roid positions
are low, if the parameter values for Mn: are used
(Brown, AHermau, 1985) the values for MOt. MiS} and
M(7) b(~come 1.67, 1.73 and 1.87, resp\~ctively.

The composition of the present hlatterite specimen as
calculated from the occupancies obtained in the iinal struc-
tUre re!jnetnent isMgt.24.6mMuUM(i)Sb i.! 88(1)0280:\.

This composition agrt'es weIl with that found analysis of
rhe EDX spectra,Mgu.1(2)Mn1 Sb'U7(l!'
02EO,; (can be written as Mgu:;(Mn, Feh,.;'9Sb", ,7 .
02BO}). The assignments of MnH to the metal posi-
tions number 4, 6, 8, to and

,.
to Dositions 2

andr3,andMn"+ or a mixture ofiVln2" and JVlg2.,to the
remaining positions give a formal charge of + 6.88 fOt'the
metal ion co~tent in blatteritt C1\1g2j-LH6Mn2 +

1.253 .

Mn';<' <),:11;;Sb" '"0,I This value is close to the charge

+ 7.0 expe<:ted !{)f an ekctrom:utral pinakioEte.
Single crystal X-ray ditTraction studies give the avemge

structure of the crystal very accurately, while HRE/vI can
give important information about the local structure at
the atomic level. In order to compare the infofrnation
from the two methods, experimentai HREM images
(FIg. 6) wen: matdl\~d against a computer simulated
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Fig. 7. Gmphs of cootrasl &C",HJS,dong the C walls or Fig. 6. The
1v1(11) and M(2) positions arc marked, (a-h) Seans from Fig.6a,
showing distinc~ (i-j) Sean, fwm Fig. 611, showing disorder
in the middJe the C wan. (1) Scans flOm Fig,6c, baving the

grolJp symmetry. (I) Scans fwmFig. fld, for comPiidson with
Ik.

imag(' cakula.ted with the results from the X-ray stUdy.
Son~einformation on the local structure can be ~'btain~d

scanning the image contrast {Fig. T~ in the
experimental, averaged and simulated images, Most of
the scans from the different C walts in the experimental
image (Fig. 7a.-.h) show nim; distinct peaks, originating
frorn the metal atom position and indicating that the
local structure is ordered_ It could be noted from Fig 4
that the ,1Qmap also shows nine peaks, although the
shapes and the relative peak heights in are different
from those of the sc:anned images. The scans from the
averaged (Figs, 7]..j), symmetri7.£d (Fig 71::)and simula-
ted 7l}images. show that the ordering, e5peciaUyat
the three position:'>in the middle of the C wall, is local
and does 110textend over more than a few unit ceJls.
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